Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CEO_JJ says:
Operations: Those stupid scientists didn't listen! I hate scientists. CSO: present company excluded. ::walks over to weapons locker and gets a phaser rifle:: Operations: I'm heading to Engineering. It'll take me a few days but I better get started on fixing the core. Anyone with me. ::pauses:: Operations: Let's hope there's no Jem Hadar over there.

CSecWolfe says:
::feels the lift jolt to a halt, suddenly, the crimson emergency lights coming up::

CO_Reed says:
::looking for the connections to bring auxiliary power onilne::

CEO_JJ says:
::looks around and waits for a volunteer::

CmdrWolfe says:
::braces against the wall, almost expecting a drop::

CNS_Savar says:
::In Operations and volunteering::

CSO_Tyler says:
::attempting to bring life support back online, glancing around to see if everyone is alright::

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  I'd go, but I think I'm needed up here.

CEO_JJ says:
::does some adjusts to the phaser rifle::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Cardassian vessel comes into range of its weapons.

CNS_Savar says:
Captain, I am undamaged.  However, I am sensing distress and dispair from our visitors.

C_OPSRick says:
::stands at the weapons locker on Deck 25 and takes a hand phaser and wristlight and heads to Jefferies tube for descent up to Bridge::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Are you all right?

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: Captain..the Cardassians just entered weapons range

CEO_JJ says:
CO: thanks for the offer sir Coun: get a rifle and lets go

CNS_Savar says:
::Picks up phaser rifle:: CEO: Ready.

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Just peachy ::opens the manual access panel and finds the level to pull...activating the door servos::  I dont think the 8th fleet will make it......

CSO_Tyler says:
::checks to see if internal comms are back up::

CEO_JJ says:
::Walks over to the Jefferies Tube access and opens it:: Coun: Counselors first

C_OPSRick says:
::arrives at Jefferies tube and opens hatch and starts up:

CO_Reed says:
::plugs this into that, and reroutes this from that to that::  Self:  This panel is either going to come online.. or explode.  ::Pushes the button, while standing a bit away::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Which means we'll just fry. ::staying back out of his way::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: sir, we might have to get ready for a boarding party

CNS_Savar says:
::Undectectably sarcastic:: CEO: Thank you.

CSecWolfe says:
::wincing as he pulls the lever, helps the slow servos along as the doors slide open, revealing that they are between decks 19 and 20::

CO_Reed says:
::nods to the CSO::  Get the rifles.

CEO_JJ says:
::follows the Counselor in::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CO's panel begins to operate.

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: Aye sir ::walking towards the weapons locker::

CO_Reed says:
::didn't think he forgot all those Engineering skills of his::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CO's panel then goes dark.

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: Well I have been meaning to get some excerise and climbing down 21 decks is a start, don't you think?

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: You first, or shall I?

CSO_Tyler says:
::graps a phaser rifle readies it and begins distributing to the rest of the OPS staff::

C_OPSRick says:
::very slow going::

CO_Reed says:
::hits the panel with his fist::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Well, I hope we can get these doors open.....it will be a bit of a crawl....nothing we havent handled before....

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: I am in excellent physical condition.  But you may be correct.

CSecWolfe says:
::crans to activate the manual release switches::

CmdrWolfe says:
::moves to help Max::

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: Counselor your a Vulcan compared to me you're always in excellent condition

CEO_JJ says:
::passes deck 2::

C_OPSRick says:
::passes Deck 23::

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: Thank you.

CSecWolfe says:
Almost....almost.....::pops the latch.....the servos opening the doors with a loud hiss of compressed inert gasses::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Co's panel flickers for a moment, then explodes.

CO_Reed says:
Self:  Hmmm..

CSO_Tyler says:
::turns startled towards the CO's Panel::

CO_Reed says:
Must be an overload..

CmdrWolfe says:
::ducks a little:: Okay....looks like we've got a climb.

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  We can do this two ways....you can crawl out first....or I can, and help you up......

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: You go ahead.

CO_Reed says:
::steps away from the panel, moving to another one::

C_OPSRick says:
::passes Deck 21 and hears nothing::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  We need to get to Upper Engineering Support.....::slides down and out onto Deck 20....rather ungracefully::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTON: The Cardassian vessel reaches its torpedo range to the station.

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: we need to go left at the next junction we can't go down any farther in this tube

CO_Reed says:
::takes a power cell out of one of the extra emergency lights, attaches it to a seperate OPS panel, slowly brings the console to power::

CmdrWolfe says:
::makes certain her phaser and tricorder are attached::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CO's new panel comes online.

CEO_JJ says:
::wishs it was a little bit lower than deck 4 but it isn't::

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: Acknowledged.

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: And that's how many decks? ::makes her exit from the turbolift::

CSecWolfe says:
::picks up his Phaser rifle and swings it around in a slow arc....no targets::  Kate:  We are on Deck 20...it is located near here....55 meters toward the exterior...it takes up a large portion of this deck...

C_OPSRick says:
::stops at Deck 20 for a breather::

CO_Reed says:
::reroutes auxiliary power to life support::

CNS_Savar says:
::Steps out of tube after CEO:: CEO: Where now?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: As Reed reroutes power, the lights dim just a bit.

CEO_JJ says:
::starts to have trouble carrying the rifle in a ready fire position and shoulders it::

CmdrWolfe says:
::opens her tricorder, and activates the palm light:: Max: Then let's go.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she continues scanning as they move through the corridors::

CO_Reed says:
::looks at the lights::

CSO_Tyler says:
::checks the range of the Carassian vessel::

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: let's see here-- hum. We go out and walk three sections over it will take us to a Jefferies; TUbe that leads straight down

CO_Reed says:
::attempts to route a bit of power to the communications system::

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: I suggest we hurry.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Cardassian ship fires one torpedo towards the station.

CmdrWolfe says:
::the two fall silent, relying only on the telepathy between them to communicate::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: they are well within torpedoe range. The fact that they haven't fired is confirmation enough. .... We're going to have guests

CO_Reed says:
*CSec*:  Can you hear me?

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: agreed double time it is

CO_Reed says:
::routes power to shields.. fast::

CSO_Tyler says:
::grabs on to his console attempting not to be thrown off his chair by the blast::     SELF:  I could be wrong

C_OPSRick says:
::moves up to Deck 19 and gets out and goes to Torpedo control bay::

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: I sense dispair.  Hang on to something.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION; The torpedo impacts the station, but there is no explosion.

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: alright ::grabs a bulkhead::

C_OPSRick says:
*CO* Are you there Captain?

CSO_Tyler says:
::checks to see where we were hit::

C_OPSRick says:
::staggers::

CmdrWolfe says:
::Max and Katherine move into Upper Engineering, and steady themselves as the station is rocked by the impact of a torpedo:: *Reed* Where were we hit?

CO_Reed says:
*OPS*:  Yes.  I've gotten partial life support online, and internal communications is working.

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: are we alright now?

C_OPSRick says:
*CO* Heading to Torpedo Bay Control.

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: That was a lucky guess.  I probably couldn't do that again.

CO_Reed says:
*Wolfe*:  I'm not sure.  Sensors are not very accurate.
CSO:  Where would you estimate we were hit?

CSecWolfe says:
~~~Torpedo? I dont think its lack of detonation is an accident....armor piercing...ram the torp in...then detonate inside the station.....~~~::feels his face blanch::

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: shall we continue ::walks on then enters the Jefferies tube Junction::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: crew quarters...decks 10 thru 12

C_OPSRick says:
::enters Torpedo Control and looks around::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: doesn't appear to be a breach

CO_Reed says:
*Wolfe*:  Crew quarters.  Anywhere from deck 10 through 12.

CmdrWolfe says:
::moves around to some of the equipment:: ~Then we need to get the internal sensors up to find out where it's at, then get it disarmed~

CNS_Savar says:
::Follows CEO::

CmdrWolfe says:
*Reed* We're working on sensors...we'll get it found.

CO_Reed says:
*Wolfe*:  However there doesn't appear to be a breach.

CEO_JJ says:
::starts down the ladder::

CSecWolfe says:
*Reed*  The breach isnt my concern, a remote detonation is

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Cardassian vessel warps outside of Arcadia's weapons range and stops.

C_OPSRick says:
::checks scanners and console for power::

CEO_JJ says:
::reaches Deck ten:: ::tries to open the door to the next level::

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: it's jammed

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: sir..::puzzled::  the Vessel just warped out of our weapons range....and is its position

CO_Reed says:
::wonders what the Cardassian vessel is up to::

CNS_Savar says:
::To no one in particular:: No detination.  Interesting...

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: holding its position

CSecWolfe says:
::notices the work that some engineers were doing....assembling various weapons......smiles and walks over to the table, picking up a rather unique looking weapon....with a crooked smile, hefts the weapon and makes sure it is in working order.  It is....and ready to fire....::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: What is it? ::keeps working on getting the sensors operational::

C_OPSRick says:
*CO* nothing is working down here in torpedo control.

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: get the door opener in that panel over there

CNS_Savar says:
::Aquires necessary tools and hands to CEO::

CEO_JJ says:
::takes to tool and puts it on the door::

Host EnsYkno says:
*CO*: Captain, I'm on level 11.  The torpedo breached the hull here.

CO_Reed says:
*OPS*:  Hold on.  Let me dump some power into torpedo control.  ::transfers more from auxiliary to torp control, wondering when main power will come back online::

CSecWolfe says:
::deactivates the phaser rifle, taking the power cell, and hefts the TR-170::  A Tr-170.....I requested them for my security teams, what with the added threat to this station.  They are lethal killing machines.....the engineers were working during their off shifts to get them assembled....they have one working...

CEO_JJ says:
::starts to force the door open:: ::there is a slight breeze::

CEO_JJ says:
::shuts it immeadiatly:: Coun: that's not good

CNS_Savar says:
CEO:  I would believe not.

CO_Reed says:
*Wolfe(s)*:  The torpedo is reported in a hull breach at deck 11.

CSecWolfe says:
::slings the rifle over his shoulder::  Kate:  Just something to keep handy, for close encounters.  Any luck on getting internal sensors online?

C_OPSRick says:
::watches as power is slowly feeding into console::

Host EnsYkno says:
*CO* Captain, I have sealed off the area, but the torpedo has opened up.

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: it seems that there is some kind of hull breach in this section down there. We are going to have to find another Jefferies Tube.

CmdrWolfe says:
::gets something through the telepathic air about it being on deck 11:: Max: It's on deck 11, section 16. And it's getting ready to go, if you know what I mean.

CO_Reed says:
*Wolfe*:  The torpedo has.. "opened up".

CSecWolfe says:
::after hearing the announcement::  Kate:  The holodecks, holosuites,Junior officers quarters and the crew lounge are located on that deck.

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: let's go to Section one it has the next closest JT

C_OPSRick says:
::uses scanners to find the Carrdasion warship and checks distance::

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: Acknowledged.  ::Re-shoulders rifleand double times::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Lead the way then...
*Reed*  Be advised, Commander Thompson-Wolfe and I are enroute to that location.  We will report in once we get to deck 11.

Host EnsYkno says:
*CO*: Sir, I'm just a security grunt, but it doesn't look to me like there is any warhead in that thing.

CEO_JJ says:
::moves out of JT junction and into corridor::

C_OPSRick says:
::checks to see if any torpedos are loaded in chutes::

CmdrWolfe says:
::starts looking for an accessway to open up into a Jefferies tube...this is going to take some climbing::

CO_Reed says:
*CSec*:  I am told that the torpedo does not appear to have a warhead.

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  We could also take the ladder in the Lifts......

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: what ever they dropped off they don't want to be anywhere near it. ::double checks the Cardies position at the edge of Arcadia's weapons range::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Sure...take the easy route. ::her tone is serious, but he knows she's just teasing::

CSecWolfe says:
*Reed*  Then it could have a biogenic weapon aboard....make sure the room is sealed as best it can.....

CEO_JJ says:
::section one comes up quick and I enter the JT junction::

CmdrWolfe says:
::makes her way back to the turbolift, and then starts heading up the ladder in the lift shaft::

CO_Reed says:
CSO:  Can you detect anything else out there, aside from the Cardassian ship?  Any survivers from the explosion, maybe?

CSecWolfe says:
::follows his wife, the rifle slung over his back and tricorder on his belt::

CEO_JJ says:
::opens the door:: Coun: it worked on it's own nothing wrong down this one

CNS_Savar says:
::Subconcously looks back and follows CEO in::

CO_Reed says:
::holding a rifle with one hand, using the other to tap out commands on the console::

CEO_JJ says:
::gets in first::

CSecWolfe says:
::decides it is better NOT to look down.....::

CmdrWolfe says:
::climbs up the shaft quickly, and arrives on deck 11 long before she was expecting to::

CSO_Tyler says:
::focuses scans on the surronding space of the explosion::    CO:  I'm picking up  :: winces::  they appear to be life pods

C_OPSRick says:
*CO* The cardies are out of range.  Orders?

CO_Reed says:
*OPS*:  Get as much of the station operational as quickly as possible.

CSecWolfe says:
::arrives after his wife by a minute or so.....he is not nearly as limber on the ladder as she::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Here it is. ::starts working the manual releases::

CEO_JJ says:
::starts down the ladder and decides to do a risking move he learned as a kid:: ::puts his feet and hands on the outside of the ladder and slides down:: Coun: Let's hurry Counselor

CO_Reed says:
CSO:  Can you detect any life signs in the pods?

C_OPSRick says:
*CO* Aye Sir.

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: a few.. here and there

CNS_Savar says:
::Follows CEO, stopping every so often so the CEO doesn't meet my butt::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she gets the door to open, and balances by the door to keep herself from falling off the ladder while opening the lift::

C_OPSRick says:
::heads to the Jefferies tube to go down to Deck 21 to Main Engineering::

CO_Reed says:
CSO:  Based on the size of the life pod, and how long since the explosion, how much air would you estimate the survivors have?

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: not much we can do without mainpower... except...

CSecWolfe says:
::follows his wife up and out of the shaft, into the barely illuminated hallway::

C_OPSRick says:
::enters tube and heads down::

CSecWolfe says:
*Reed*  We are on Deck 11, Captain.  Any new reports on the torpedo?

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: judging by the size of the pod, not much left sir. I'd say 20 minutes Tops

CEO_JJ says:
::Decks 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 go by quickly and deck 20 comes:: ::I grab the ladders sides just in time to stop before I hit the bottom of the shaft::

Host EnsYkno says:
ACTION: Main power comes back online at about 12%.

CO_Reed says:
*CSec*:  I haven't heard anything.

CEO_JJ says:
::moves out of the way of the Counselor::

CNS_Savar says:
::Barely stops self before colliding with CEO::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she presses her lips together in a well-recognised mannerism of concern and concentration::

CO_Reed says:
::sees the lights get a little brighter::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Lead the way Love....nothing new topside

C_OPSRick says:
::arrives at Deck 20 and heads to Main Engineering and startles CEO and CNS:: Hi Guys.

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: your very good at sliding down ladders

CO_Reed says:
::begins a countdown on a PADD, starting at 20 minutes::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: sir what about the ships docked. Can we get them to disembark and pickup the remaining surviors.... ::notices main power::    Main power back online sir...at about 12percent

CEO_JJ says:
::points phaser at unknown person:: Unknown: who goes there

CmdrWolfe says:
::flips open her tricorder, and leads them both into the room::

CSecWolfe says:
*Reed*  What is your status, Sir.....

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: oh Palmer sorry

C_OPSRick says:
CEO:  Chief, its me COPS Palmer.

CO_Reed says:
CSO:  I doubt that we can get one of those large freighters to go collect the survivors, but a Runabout might be able to do it.  It's an extremely risky job, though.

CSecWolfe says:
::looks into the window of the lounge, seeing the torpedo neatly burried into the bar::

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: Lets get more power to the station>

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: I'd like to take that risk sir

CO_Reed says:
*CSec*:  Main power is back up; 12%.

CEO_JJ says:
COPS & Coun: yes lets ::continues to Engineering::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: I'd ask if you want a drink, but you know.....

CmdrWolfe says:
::trying to make the mood a little lighter::

CO_Reed says:
CSO:  You do realize that you could be killed.

C_OPSRick says:
::enters Main engingineering::  ::errie feeling being so dark::

CEO_JJ says:
::enters Engineering and heads straight for the core::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Well, this way, we get our choice of seats...

CmdrWolfe says:
::she moves over to the bomb while subduing a smile::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: Even if i only get a few before I have to make a run for the station

C_OPSRick says:
*CO* CEO and CNS and I are in Engineering and trying to get power back up.

CSecWolfe says:
::hopes the atmospheric shields hold....it would really suck being blown out into space::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: besides, if they were that intent on killing the survivors, i'm sure they would have continued plucking them off after the explosion

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: Can  we do a fast start with the main core?

CNS_Savar says:
::Stands in Engineering, not touching anything w/o knowing what to do::

CmdrWolfe says:
::runs a scan on it with a tricorder::

CEO_JJ says:
Coun & COPS: The Core! it's been knocked out of alignment.

C_OPSRick says:
::checks console for power::

CO_Reed says:
CSO:  You wouldn't stand a chance against that warship out there, though.

CSecWolfe says:
::runs a bioscan....hopefully this didnt have any sort of critters aboard it::

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: What do we need to do?

CEO_JJ says:
Coun & COPS: either one of you have training in advanced reactor repair

CEO_JJ says:
::goes into his office and gets his tool kit::

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: Sorry, but no.

C_OPSRick says:
CEO:  a little back at the academy.

CSecWolfe says:
*Reed*  We've found the torp...make sure the emergency atmospheric shields stay online please...

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: There's definately no warhead, but something has to have come out of there...::gesturing to the payload door that is open::

CSO_Tyler says:
::checks his scanners, watching the life signs slowly fade thinking back to the workers he watched die on arcadia IX::

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: Why don't I find you a few engineers.

CEO_JJ says:
Coun & COPS: well then you are going to learn all you need to know.

CO_Reed says:
::pushes a whole bunch of buttons::  *CSec*:  Check.

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Changling?

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: tel me what to do?

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: I doubt there are any one this deck

CmdrWolfe says:
::runs a scan for residue::

CNS_Savar says:
::To no one in particular:: OK, I'll just stay here.

CSecWolfe says:
::squats down next to his wife, eyebrows furrowed::

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: we well have to make sure the core can't come back on line then decom the inside of the reactor

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: Well then, I'm listening.

CmdrWolfe says:
::after just a few seconds of scanning, Kate finds what used to be a titanium ball under the bar. It's broken into five pieces....::

C_OPSRick says:
::stares at CNS:: CNS: I hear a little sacrasm in your voice.

CmdrWolfe says:
::goes back behind the bar, and starts scanning the pieces::

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: right Chief

CEO_JJ says:
COPS & Coun: then we have to manually realign the injects and just about everything else in the core

CO_Reed says:
CSO:  Would you be able to get a transporter lock using the Runabout transporters, amplifying them with what power the station has?

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  What have ya got?

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: I might.. Its worth a try.  I like it better then the alternatives

C_OPSRick says:
::moves to injector manifold and helps to realign them back into place::

CmdrWolfe says:
::sighs:: Max: Traces of micro lifeforms, but nothing I've ever seen before.

CO_Reed says:
CSO:  Try it.

CEO_JJ says:
COPS & Coun: the only problem is that I am not quite sure if we can do it with three people and since there is no one else

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: Am i doing this right?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Both Wolfes begin to feel very sick to thier stomachs.  They double over in pain.

CmdrWolfe says:
::winces as she goes to her knees, and leans against the bar::

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: yes but we can't tell if the insides are aligned and there is no way to know without getting inside since we don't have any power

CmdrWolfe says:
*Reed* You need to seal off this room completely- something ::wince:: is loose in here.

CSecWolfe says:
::winces.......face beginning to contort.......through one eye...notices the Bio scan was positive......::  I.....hate...when......I.....am right...

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: go over to that panel ::points:: and shut down the automatic restart

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: what about tricorders?  They are on independent power sources.

CO_Reed says:
::tries to set up a containment field around deck 11::

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: not much radiation and we can't scan through the core

CNS_Savar says:
::Shuts down auto restart by entering codes::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Both Wolfes become violently ill.

CSO_Tyler says:
::begins laying out power transfers to the transporters::

CmdrWolfe says:
::curls up on the floor in a little ball, suddenly very glad her stomach is empty::

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: We should hurry.  There seems to be a severe problem on the station.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Any humans near level eleven begin to feel nausueous as well.

C_OPSRick says:
*CO* Captain can we borrow some power for the scanners here?

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: there should be a small valve under the manifold pull it towards you that should start to make the core workable in

CSO_Tyler says:
ALL:   aquired transporter lock..  Attempting transport ::attempts to initate transport sequence::

CSecWolfe says:
::feels his face flush with cold sweat....staggers backwards momentarily..managed to hit his commbadge::  *Reed*  Biohazard.....deck....11......::doubles over, wretching::

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: are the automatic restarts off

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: Yes.

C_OPSRick says:
::pulls small valve::

CSecWolfe says:
::wouldnt be surprised if his boots came up::

CO_Reed says:
*OPS*:  There are life signs out there amoungst the debris.  We are attempting to beam them to the station.  Once we finish (if successful), you'll have all the power for sensors you'll need.

CmdrWolfe says:
::starts breathing exercises, trying to let some of the pain ease:: Max: Dear...just hang on. ::breath, pant, inhale::

CEO_JJ says:
COPS & Coun: OK give the core a few second when it is ready we can open it and go inside

C_OPSRick says:
*CO* Aye sir.

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: Lead on.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The transporters are able to lock onto 5 lifesigns.

CEO_JJ says:
::core ready:: ::opens a bulkhead:: COPS & Coun: a little help this is slightly heavy

CSecWolfe says:
::slumps backwards on his rump, a cold sweat dripping from his forehead::

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: are we ready?

CNS_Savar says:
::Lifts::

C_OPSRick says:
::helps CEO open bulkhead::

CEO_JJ says:
COP & Coun: no need for suits there isn't any radiation

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  if this were a leathal Biogenic weapon....we would be dead already.......they want us immobilized...

CO_Reed says:
::waiting for the transport to finish, so he can route power to sensors::

CSO_Tyler says:
::completes transport and looks at the 5 lives he managed to get::  *Infirmary*  Med team to OPS

CNS_Savar says:
::With superior Vulcan powers, the door opens easily::

CmdrWolfe says:
::still trying to control her breathing:: Max: Well, I think they've got it.

CEO_JJ says:
COPS & Coun: OK now that we can get inside help me in

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: All humans between levels 5 and twenty become violently ill.

CSO_Tyler says:
::switches power back to normal distribution::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: all yours captain

CSecWolfe says:
::shivers uncontrolably::

CO_Reed says:
::transfers power to sensors::  *OPS*:  You've got your sensors back.

CEO_JJ says:
::gets in::

C_OPSRick says:
::notices power to console:: CEO: we have power to the sensors.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she notices that she's also fevering, and looks over at her husband, looking for something to cover him with::

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: you stay out here and corridinate COPS: you go to the matter injector

CNS_Savar says:
::Telepathically reaches out ad gathers information:: CEO & COPS: We should hurry.  There is a biological contaminant loose on the station.

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: we still can't adjust the injectors automatically

CO_Reed says:
CSO:  Tend to these people.  I need to get to deck 11.  ::locates the nearest environmental suit in relation to Ops::

C_OPSRick says:
CNS: what contaminant?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Within moments, all humans on the station are affected.

CNS_Savar says:
COPS: Unknown.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she can't find anything off the top of her head, and she makes her way over to him, just trying to calm him::

CEO_JJ says:
::walks to the Antimatter injector:: Coun & COPS: glad this thing isn't on--- ::starts to get really sick::

CO_Reed says:
::feels dizzy for a moment, but regains his balance::

CSecWolfe says:
::twitches once, shivering::  They'll be here soon.....::holds out a trembling hand to his wife::

C_OPSRick says:
::looks around for biosuit and starts feeling sick to stomach:

CEO_JJ says:
Coun & COPS: I'm not feeling well we better get this done quick

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: Right Chief.

CmdrWolfe says:
::takes his hand, and checks his fever with the tricorder...it's going off the scale::

CO_Reed says:
::climbs quickly through the chutes and ladders of the station, reaching an area of the station which contains an Environmental suit::

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: tell the Chief to check injector for holes and anything out of the ordinary

CSecWolfe says:
::chuckles, his voice hoarse::  Kate:  We've fought them in space, on alien worlds....and all it took was a stupid microorganism.....

CEO_JJ says:
::checks the antimatter injector for holes::

CSO_Tyler says:
ALL: get ::cough, gasp:: your enviro..... enviromental suits

CNS_Savar says:
COPS: Look for holes or anythiing out of order.

CO_Reed says:
::sets his rifle down and puts on the suit in record time::

CSO_Tyler says:
::attempts to dress Cmmdr Plet in his enviro suit::

C_OPSRick says:
::finds bio suit near door and staggers while putting it on::  ::throws CNS and CEO two suits::  Put these on fast.

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Biological warfare has always been the ugliest method used. ::her voice is subdued::

CNS_Savar says:
::Throws suit back at COPS:: I DON'T WANT TO.

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: if there are none have him adjust the injector to point towards the center of the core there should be some kind of guiding mark on the injector

C_OPSRick says:
::activates suit and wonders if this will help::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  So there is a pretty aspect to war?  ::chuckles.....the humor making his forget just how cold he is::

CO_Reed says:
::picks up his rifle and heads in the direction of Deck 11, feeling a bit odd::

CEO_JJ says:
Coun & COPS: guys- hey ::gets one massive headache::

CSO_Tyler says:
::stumbles towards the air filtration unit in OPS to inspect it::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Only when it's all over, and recovery has begun. ::leans down, and kisses his forehead gently, noticing that he's just burning to the touch::

C_OPSRick says:
CEO:  Adjusting the injectors.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Two Vulcans run down level 21 near engineering.  Niether one has a uniform on, but one is bleeding.

CEO_JJ says:
::adjusts injectors::

CO_Reed says:
::not thinking very logically::

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: did I just hear someone

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: Maybe you should get your hearing checked!

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: are you feeling alright ::begins to get dizzy but finishes the injector just in time::

C_OPSRick says:
::hears running:  Guys we have company coming.  ::readies pahser at main engineering door:

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: are you done

CO_Reed says:
::makes his way to the entrance to Deck 11, barely realizing that the contamination field is still up::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  You look worried.....::smiles weakly::.......I havent let anything beat me yet.....this wont be the first....::pulls the rifle across his lap::

CNS_Savar says:
::Tries to get under control:: CEO: I am... not well....

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: Finished.

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  We should try to get to Sickbay.....::notices for the first time he is trembling::

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: hang in there I am almost done in here

CO_Reed says:
::starts pounding the field with his rifle::

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: lets get out and start this thing back up again

CmdrWolfe says:
::starts to feel worse herself:: Max: I am worried....and I don't know how we're going to get you there.

C_OPSRick says:
CNS:  Do you have on the biosuit?

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  One thing at a.............you hear that?  ::his breath already accelerated and coming in hoarse gasps::

CNS_Savar says:
::Realizes the suit's on the other side of the room and runs to put it on::

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: biosuits wouldn't help we are already infected or contimanted

CEO_JJ says:
::steps out of core::

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: Right Chief

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Anyone wearing a biosuit notices that the suit is beginning to deteriorate.

CO_Reed says:
::yelling meaningless words at the contamination field::

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: when you're out close the bulkhead

CmdrWolfe says:
::she starts to stand, and her knees aren't liking this:: Max: I can hear it....it sounds like the captain.

C_OPSRick says:
::moves beyond bulkhead and starts to shut it::

CNS_Savar says:
::Drops picked up suit as it begins to disolve:: Self: D@MN SUIT!

CO_Reed says:
::not noticing that his suit is deteriorating::

CSO_Tyler says:
::quickly scans the air with his tricorder::

CO_Reed says:
::continues to yell at the contamination field::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  I wonder how his Vulcan physiology is handling this.....and your Betaziod physiology for that matter...his legs acting like a pair of wooden trunks::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The two Vulcans near engineering, one male, one female, come back the way they came, chasing each other.

CEO_JJ says:
Coun & COPS: Counselor get a hold of yourself I still need you to watch the reaction when we start the core up  Chief I need you to control the matter flow I'll do the antimatter flow

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: Did you hear something?

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: yes and I unfortunantly saw it too

CSecWolfe says:
::with a surprising amount of strength, brings the rifle up and points it at the door::

CNS_Savar says:
::Regains some measure of control:: CEO: I'LL.....try.....

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: Right Chief.  ::monitors the matter flow::

CO_Reed says:
::a moment of clarity::  Computer, disengage containment field... NOW!!!

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: alright make sure that the reaction doesn't go above ::gives some kind of measurement::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: So far, I'm just getting what you've got. ::spins around as she hears the captain:: Reed: No!

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: Matter flow is steady and level.

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: if the reaction gets to big we will have to adjust the mixture

CNS_Savar says:
::Sets barely functioning console to ring if reaction goes above said measurement just in case I run off::

CSecWolfe says:
::hears the shout and drops to a sitting position, leaning back against the empty torp case and brings the rifle to bear on the door::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Another Vulcan male chases down the first two near engineering and tackles the first male.  They begin to fight.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she feels like she's got the worst hangover of her life, but she's still able to move::

CO_Reed says:
::not realizing that an authorization code is required, still banging on the field::

CEO_JJ says:
COPS & Coun: OK on my mark COPS: set the flow of matter to 1 grams a second

CSecWolfe says:
::tries to control his ragged breathing::  Kate: He needs authorization.....

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: ready.

CSO_Tyler says:
::rubbing eyes trying to focus attempts to locate the Cardie vessel::

CEO_JJ says:
::Sets the antimatter flow at 1/3 gram per second:: Coun: are you ready

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Let's get you to sickbay, now.

CO_Reed says:
::stops yelling at the field and starts to yell at the computer::

CNS_Savar says:
CEO: AS... i'll ....  ......ever...  ..... BE!

C_OPSRick says:
::sets matter to 1 gram per second::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  With the field up.....we...aren't going anywhere....::starts to feel faint::

CEO_JJ says:
COPS & Coun: alright let's start it up again

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The two fighting Vulcan males tumble into engineering.  One gets the upper hand and throws the other into the CEO.

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Then we'll take it down. I'll need your voice authorisation to do it, though.

C_OPSRick says:
CEO:  Chief watch ot.

CSecWolfe says:
::cant seem to be able to catch his breath....suddenly feeling very lightheaded::

CEO_JJ says:
::falls down before he is able to see what the reaction is doing::

CEO_JJ says:
::fights with Vulcan:: COPS: Stun them!

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A Vulcan female runs down an ajoining corridor near Reed.

CO_Reed says:
::begins firing the rifle at the field::

CmdrWolfe says:
::starts getting worried- Max looks like he's about to pass out::

CEO_JJ says:
::Starts to feel really stupid because the vulcan is really strong::

CO_Reed says:
::sniff, sniff::

C_OPSRick says:
::checks the matter flow and antimatter flow and notices there out of alignment:: CEO: Chief!!!!!!!

CO_Reed says:
::stops firing::

CSecWolfe says:
Authorization.......code......yes.......we can use my.....code...code.....

CNS_Savar says:
::Throws Vulcan, who falls. unconsious::

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: I am busy with some crazed vulcans

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Max Wolfe falls into a coma.

CSO_Tyler says:
::checks the Cmmdr and the other survivors of the reck::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Savar, and the two Vulcan Males begin to battle each other.

CSecWolfe says:
::feels his eyes roll back into his head.......everything seems to be so far away::

C_OPSRick says:
::tries to set realignment on matter and antimetter flow and they start to realign themselves::

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: glad that is over ::gets up::

CmdrWolfe says:
Computer: Deactivate biohazard forcefield. Authorisation Wolfe....::watches Max, and verges towards panic:: Max....don't you do this to me.

CSecWolfe says:
::with an inert thud, rolls over to his side, his mouthing hanging open and his eyes closed::

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: how is the reaction

C_OPSRick says:
::reactor core starts to hum to life::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The first Vulcan female stands in the engineering doorway looking at the fight.

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: The core is starting up.

CEO_JJ says:
::blue glow comes back to the the core::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she releases a large sigh, and checks on Max...confirming what she knows. He's in a coma. She takes a breath, and then starts looking for the captain...he's got to get them out of here::

CO_Reed says:
::now sitting in the hallway, trying to regain control of his thoughts::

CEO_JJ says:
COPS: we aren't out of the woods yet reactors aren't supposed to be shut down and started up like this

CmdrWolfe says:
::goes to the other door, glancing back at her husband every so often:: Reed: Captain!

CEO_JJ says:
::walks around consoles and pushes this and that button::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Savar, distracted by the female, gets a brutal right cross from the other Vulcan and falls into the CEO.

C_OPSRick says:
::looks around:: CEO: what do you mean by that?

CNS_Savar says:
::Shudders back from a blow to the jaw:: OK! THAT's ENOUGH! ::Kicks other Vulcan in his genitalia, effectively subduing him::

CO_Reed says:
::hears the familiar voice, as his human side begins to surface::

CEO_JJ says:
Coun: excuse me counselor leave me out of this

C_OPSRick says:
::set the phaser on stun and fires at the two male Vulcans and then the female::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she bites her lip, and tries shouting a little louder:: Reed: Captain! I need your help!

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

